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About J8
J8 Capital Management LLP (“J8”) was founded in 2012 and is an investment management. Strong
corporate governance, a mature risk management framework, and the highest levels of compliance
make J8 a sophisticated and trusted partner. J8 believes in glass box transparency. It offers highly
liquid, diversified and uncorrelated, cost efficient systematic investment solutions. They focus on
capital preservation, attractive risk-adjusted returns, superior diversification benefits, and merit
stand-alone investment.
J8 also offers an umbrella fund structure where in some mandates J8 delegates the portfolio
management to specialist external managers.

Responsible investment
J8 believes the key to excellence is ethical and
responsible behaviour in all its investment
activities and affairs. Ethical and responsible
behaviour benefits all stakeholders alike, not
least investors, employees, and our social and
natural environment in which we operate and
interact with.
FCA: J8 Capital Management LLP is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) in the United Kingdom.
ICO: J8 is registered with the Information
Commissioner’s Office since 17th January 2017.
The ICO is he UK’s independent authority set
up to uphold information rights in the public
interest, promoting openness by public bodies
and data privacy for individuals.

AIMA: J8 is a member of the Alternative
Investment Management Association (AIMA).
UNPRI: J8 is a Signatory of the United Nations
Principles for Responsible Investment since 4th
December 2017. J8 believes that following and
implementing the Principles makes the
company better and its services more valuable.
By incorporating environmental, social, and
governance (ESG) factors into our investment
process we believe to better manage risk and
generate sustainable, long-term returns.

Implementation
J8 implements the Principles and ESG issues in
all investment processes, operations, and
products.

J8 Capital Management LLP (“J8”) is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom (FRN
767969). J8 is registered in England and Wales No. OC371396. VAT No. GB279694823.

J8 strategies
J8 offers and manages a number of investment
strategies with J8 Global Absolute Return
Strategy being J8’s main investment strategy.

J8 SICAV
The J8 Umbrella Funds SICAV plc (“J8 SICAV”) is
domiciled in Malta and managed by J8. J8
SICAV is an umbrella fund structure with a
number of sub-funds. The portfolio
management of some of these sub-funds has
been delegated to external portfolio
managers.

Principle 1: We will incorporate ESG
issues into investment analysis and
decision-making processes.
J8 addresses ESG issues in the investment
policies of its mandates, assesses the capability
of its inhouse and external managers to
incorporate ESG issues and asks service
providers to do the same.

J8 strategies
J8’s investment process is systematic in nature
and J8 strategies trade a broadly diversified
portfolio of global liquid futures, forwards,
swaps, other derivatives, and sovereign cash
bonds. J8’s investment policies, strategies, and
processes adhere to the UNPRI Investment
Practices
(see
also
https://www.unpri.org/about/priteams/investment-practices)
and
are
incorporated in J8’s strategy, product, and risk
management by design.
J8’s policy does not allow holding futures into
delivery or taking delivery. This is to avoid
affecting the price-building mechanism and
exposing investors to unwanted liquidity risk.
Trading futures always involves the buy and
sell back before expiry in order to avoid
physical delivery. It therefore has no long-term
impact on production levels. J8 pays particular
attention to ESG issues with futures on

agricultural products. J8 only considers those
agricultural futures part of its eligible
investment universe that show deep, mature
and liquid markets. J8 does not trade futures
that are more illiquid where a lack of market
liquidity could lead to investors having a
substantial influence on price. J8’s risk
management system is designed to stay within
the speculative position limits stipulated by the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission
(CFTC)
(see
also
http://www.cftc.gov/IndustryOversight/Mark
etSurveillance/SpeculativeLimits/index.htm ).
Where J8 invests by way of swap transactions
on commodity indices or transacts in other
products that contain or reference agricultural
commodities, it ensures that the cumulative
exposure per single market is also below that
speculative position limit. J8 wants to avoid
that its speculative trading in commodity
futures will cause “sudden or unreasonable
fluctuations or unwarranted changes in the
price of such commodity.”
When J8 invests in a commodity index or
strategy, J8 selects indices that rebalance their
allocations of the different commodities
frequently. This mean reverting effect allows
for greater long-term price stability. When
trading commodity futures directly, J8 also
rebalances frequently to achieve that same
effect. J8 only invests in such commodity
indices or strategies where all the underlying
positions and weightings are transparent and
published. To J8 investors, J8 offers full
transparency on the futures positions it trades
within its funds or segregated managed
accounts.
J8 strategies do not trade equities or
investment products containing or referencing
equities. J8 strategies trade futures only.

J8 SICAV
Where an external portfolio manager trades
equities or other investment products
containing or referencing equities, J8’s risk

management and compliance instructs the
external portfolio manager to avoid exposure
to companies that are known to have made
repeated and severe violations of human
rights, environmental norms, labour rights,
and anti-corruption measures or that produce
landmines and cluster bombs.

Principle 2: We will be active owners
and incorporate ESG issues into our
ownership policies and practices.
J8 SICAV: Where an external portfolio manager
trades equities or other investment products
containing or referencing equities, J8 has no
direct contact with invested companies. J8’s
policy requires investment to be consistent
with the Principles, and J8 monitors and
records the exercise of voting rights, and
supports shareholder resolutions that call for
greater transparency and engagement in ESG
issues.

adherence to relevant norms, standards, code
of conduct, or international initiatives.

Principle 4: We will promote
acceptance and implementation of
the Principles within the investment
industry.
J8 promotes ESG issues and ESG expectations
with its service providers. By example, J8 trusts
it will influence industry bodies or the
investment industry itself in accepting ESG
issues and principles.

Principle 5: We will work together to
enhance
our
effectiveness
in
implementing the Principles.
J8
participates
in
industry
forums,
conferences, or workshops where ESG is
addressed and continues to look for
opportunities of engagement.

Principle 3: We will seek appropriate
disclosure on ESG issues by the
entities in which we invest.

Principle 6: We will each report on
our activities and progress towards
implementing the Principles.

J8 SICAV: J8 excludes companies from the
eligible investment universe if they do not
disclose ESG issues properly or that are less
transparent. J8 asks for information from
companies regarding the adaptation and/or

J8 will report on its progress in implementing
the Principals and ESG issues in its day-to-day
investment management activities. J8 is
committed to be fully transparent about its
responsible investment activities.

Disclaimer
This material is confidential. No part of it may be reproduced, distributed or transmitted without written permission. The
information within this material is issued by J8 Capital Management LLP to sophisticated investors who are Professional
Clients or Eligible Counterparties under the Rules of the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority ("FCA") or other
jurisdiction as applicable.
The information contained in this material does not constitute a distribution, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to
buy any securities or products in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or invitation is not authorised and/or would be
contrary to local law or regulation. This material does not constitute a financial offer or promotion and is for information
purposes only and does not constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice. Any offering is made only pursuant to the
relevant offering document and the relevant subscription application, all of which must be read in their entirety. No offer to

purchase securities will be made or accepted prior to receipt by the offeree of these documents and the completion of all
appropriate documentation.
Any investment products to which this material may relate are not promoted generally to UK persons but are directed
exclusively at persons who are Professional Clients or Eligible Counterparties for the purposes of the FCA Rules. Any
investment products to which this material may relate are only available to such Professional Clients or Eligible
Counterparties and other persons should not act or rely on the information.
Potential investors should note that investments can involve significant risks and the value of an investment may go down
as well as up. No assurance can be given that the investment objective of any product will be achieved or that substantial
losses will not be suffered. There is no guarantee of trading performance and past or projected performance is not a guide
to future results. Potential investors should read the terms and conditions contained in the relevant investment product
information carefully before any investment decision is made.
This material contains data derived as a result of backtesting of data and is provided in good faith using our standard
methodology for information of this kind. The methodology relies on proprietary models, empirical data, assumptions and
such other information that we believe to be accurate and reasonable. We make, however, no representation as to the
accuracy, completeness or appropriateness of such methodology and accept no liability for your use of the information.
Specifically, there is no assurance that other investment managers and advisors or brokers or banks would derive the same
results for the backtest period. No reliance may be placed upon the information or opinions contained in this document. No
representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of J8 Capital Management LLP or any of its members
as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained herein and, to the fullest extent
permitted by law, no responsibility or liability is accepted for any such information or opinions. The information included
within this material does not disclose all of the risks and other significant aspects of entering into any particular transaction;
any investment decision should be made solely upon the information contained in the final offering documents relating to
the relevant transaction.
Past performance is not indicative of future returns.
J8 Capital Management LLP is incorporated under the Limited Liability Partnership Act 2000 as a limited liability partnership
with company number OC371396, the partnership is limited and the registered office at 118 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5ED is
in England, United Kingdom, www.j8capital.com. J8 Capital Management LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FRN 767969).

